Premium Lab Tables

Adaptable Laboratory Furniture Essentials
Proven IAC quality and durability designed specifically for laboratory use. Our
LAB Table's feature all-Steel construction, powder-coat finishes, and a wide
variety of chemical resistant tops. Guaranteed to meet your laboratory needs.
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Lab Tables

The Building Block
of Every Modern Lab

Frame Options

Features
█

Standard Lengths:
48˝, 60˝, 72˝, 96˝

█

Standard Depths:
24˝, 30˝, 36˝

█

Fixed Heights:
30˝ or 36˝

█

Adjustable Height:
30˝–36˝ (2˝ increments)

█

Maximum Load:
1,500 lbs (750 lbs
with casters)

█

Mobile and
expandable for longterm adaptability

█

ANSI/BIFMA tested

Frame Only

Fixed Height Frame

LAB Tables are provided as “frame-only,”
allowing you choose from a broad selection of
specialty tops.

Fixed legs come in 30˝ and 36˝ heights.
Dimensions take into account the thickness of
the worksurface.

Adjustable Height Frame

Mobile Frame

The adjustable leg option allows for 30˝, 32˝, 34˝,
and 36˝ heights. Compatable with side panels.

4˝ casters provide increased ease of mobility
as an upgrade to Adjustable Height frames.
Compatible with side panels.

Powder Coat
Paint Colors
Appliance
White

Ivory

Soft Gray
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Table Tops
The Right Worksurface for You
The selection of laboratory grade table tops make the IAC Lab
Table suitable for any temperature or material considerations.
Tops are completely sealed, safeguarding them against fire,
chemicals, moisture, bacteria, etc. And because they are
interchangeable, the table may be fully repurposed if the
need arises.

█

Epoxy Resin: The choice for harsh laboratory, classroom, and

█

█

█

Standard Laminate: High pressure postforming horizontal
grade laminate. Complies with federal specifications governing
impact, abrasion, and chemical resistance.

█

Chemsurf® Chemical Resistant Laminate: Offers chemical
resistance for labs where weight or cost constraints rule out
epoxy or stainless steel.

Stainless Steel: The practical solution for high moisture areas,

research environments because of the material’s outstanding

infection control considerations, radioisotope work, and/or

chemical resistance, durability, non-flammability, and

areas that are subject to fire and high abrasion. Made from

non‑absorbancy.

16-gauge type 304 stainless steel with #2B finish.

Trespa® TopLab (Phenolic Resin): The unique properties
of this surface material, including chemical and bacterial
resistance, make it ideal for analytical, microbial, chemical,
or multi-purpose labs.

The Support Frame

LED Light Fixture
UL Listed and includes an 8 ft. power cord
with an on/off switch. They are adjustable in/
out on horizontal support brackets, height
adjustable in 1˝ increments along the vertical,
and produce approximately 100 foot candles
of light.
Electrical Channel
Includes an On/Off rocker switch, 15 amp
circuit breaker, 8 ft. molded power cord, and
eight outlets.

Utility Shelf
Full-width shelving (or half-width with the
3-Post design). Position anywhere along the
vertical uprights. Fully adjustable. Covered or
uncovered pan shelves also available.
Multi-Bin Rail Panels
6˝ high. There are six rails per panel, ideal
for multiple bin storage. Accepts industry
standard part bins.
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Flat Panel Display Swing Arm
Standard VESA mount (75mm/100mm
compatible) with three-pivot articulation.
Keyboard tray is optional. FPD not included.
Utility Platform Swing Arm
15˝ × 15˝ laminated platform on swing arm.
Keyboard tray is optional.

Suspended and Mobile Cabinets

Standard Lab Cabinets

Premium Lab Cabinets
█

Available in widths of 18˝, 24˝ and 30˝.

█

Seamless, fully welded enclosure.

█

Sound-deadened foam-filled double-wall-constructed drawers
and doors.

█

Drawer and door pull handles are brushed anodized aluminum.

█

Single-piece construction drawer bodies; no horizontal seams.

█

Stainless steel door hinges.

█

Fully extending 20˝ deep drawers, with “easyclose” steel ball
bearing slides.

█

Fully closed top and bottom surfaces.

█

Finished in durable, powder-coat paint to match table color.

█

15˝ wide × 20˝ deep.

█

Heavy gauge, welded steel construction.

█

Ball bearing, steel drawer slides support 100 lbs. at
full extension.

█

Safety recessed pull handles.

█

Optional locking mechanisms are available. Either gang lock or
individual lock styles.

Check out our
Build & Price Visual Designer
online at labs.IACindustries.com!

More from IAC for Labs – Designed for Work. Built to Last.
LD-4 Adaptable Tables

Eclipse™ Steel
Casework

Eclipse™ Wall Mounted
Cabinets

Eclipse™ Reagent Racks

See them all at labs.IACindustries.com
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